WSJ’S TECH GUIDE TO
WORKING FROM HOME
by JOANNA STERN
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You know what they say, “The office is where the computer is.”
Actually, that’s not a real saying but you can imagine it being one.
For years, I naively assumed remote work was as simple as having a laptop, a power outlet and some decent
Wi-Fi. The office, as those glossy stock images often show, can be anywhere in your home. Your bed! Your
kitchen! Your hot tub!
Of course, missing from the shot are all the distractions and discomfort: the barking dog, the child yelling
“POOPIE!,” the Cheetos in the pantry chanting your name, the router that has to be restarted every morning.
When the Covid-19 work-from-home orders were given, many of us found ourselves refereeing a game
between our tech tools and our new home-office spaces. The challenges certainly weren’t as large as the ones
facing so many people directly affected by the crisis, and people whose jobs didn’t allow them the privilege to
stay home. It did, however, force many of us to rethink how we get things done.
Having spent over a decade reviewing gadgets and tech services, I felt the need to step up and help. I began
writing a daily tip to help Wall Street Journal readers be more productive under their new conditions—advice
ranging from improving your Wi-Fi to mastering the video call.
Readers and listeners of the WSJ’s Tech News Briefing podcast helped me, too. I received hundreds of
questions and tips within the first few weeks. The result is this collection, which can serve as a tech guide
to working from home whether you’re living through a pandemic or just waiting around for the plumber.
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Calling Over Wi-Fi
Does your new home office have spotty cellular
connectivity? Verizon, AT&T and all the other U.S. carriers
offer Wi-Fi calling, which allows you to make calls over
your wireless network with your phone number. In fact,
my testing a few years back showed that call quality was
great over Wi-Fi. On the iPhone, you can enable Wi-Fi
calling by going to Settings > Cellular > Wi-Fi Calling. On
Android, go to Settings > Networks & Internet > Mobile
network > Advanced > Wi-Fi Calling. If this trick doesn’t
work for you, you could also try a cellular signal booster.

Joanna Stern

Position Your Webcam Smartly
Since we’re all on videochat now, just remember: Keep a
light source on your face, and try to avoid sitting with a
window behind you. Frame your head and shoulders in the
shot, and keep the camera lens at or above eye level—use a
cardboard box if necessary. And lift your head up. Your chin
will thank you. Lastly, grab a microfiber cloth and wipe off
the lens from time to time.

Joanna Stern

Kill Notifications During Chats
During video calls—especially if you’re sharing screens—
no one wants to see your notifications or hear those
dings and rings. So mute! In Windows 10, go to System
> Notifications & Actions and turn them off. (Windows
10 also has a presenter mode that you can turn on from
the Windows Mobility Center.) On MacOS 10.8 Mountain
Lion or later, click the three lines in the top right corner,
then swipe down then turn on Do Not Disturb. On Android
phones or iPhones, hit the Do Not Disturb button or put
the phone in Airplane mode. Just don’t forget to turn your
notifications back on once the call is over.

Joanna Stern
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Slack Like a Pro
Don’t let Slack rule your life. Starring your most important
chats and channels (top left) puts them at the top of your
sidebar, so you don’t have to dig. Enable notifications
for them by tapping the gear icon then Notification
Preferences. (Also adjust your overall notification settings
in Preferences.) To jump between conversations, hit Ctrl-K
(Cmd-K on Macs). Forgetting important messages? Click
three dots on a message and hit “Remind me about this.”
Joanna Stern

Fix Your Wi-Fi
Having Wi-Fi issues? Plug directly into your router with an
ethernet cable. Don’t like being tethered? Move your router
to the center of the house to spread the signal. Choose the
faster 5GHz network if possible. If your router is over 5 years
old, get a new one. Consider a mesh network like Eero—it
uses multiple nodes to kill dead zones. For more networking
tips, check out my column and video.

Anne Calandre

Reader Tip

No-Chew Cord Tape for the Cats
Check that your wires are out of the way of curious kittens. I suddenly
discovered that my mouse wasn’t working. It had been working just fine the
previous workday. On closer inspection, it turned out that one of my cats had
chewed almost entirely through the cable. If you can’t get a wireless mouse,
there are various “no-chew” tapes that can be wrapped around critical cables.
Well worth the investment!
—Kirsty Carey from Seattle
Reader tips are edited for clarity and length.
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Track Your Time
Ah, working from home, aka the black hole of time. Timetracking apps such as Toggl and Clockify (for Windows,
Mac, iOS, Android and the web) let you count your minutes
and hours, so you know when to quit or take a break. Input
your projects and calls, then view a graph of where your
time went. Me? I prefer to go low tech, by writing it all down
on a piece of paper.

Joanna Stern

Update Your Email Signature
You know where you’re not reachable right now? That
landline sitting in your corner office—er, cubicle. Update
your email signature with the best place to reach you via
mobile phone and chat services, like Slack, WhatsApp,
Skype, Zoom, etc. You may also want to add a little note like
“Currently WFH; reach me at [Insert info here].” In Gmail,
click the gear icon then Settings, then scroll down to the
signature. In Outlook, go to File > Options >
Mail > Signatures.
Joanna Stern

Mute Your Mic

Mutify

The WFH Golden Rule—thou shalt mute your
microphone—is easier said than done, especially when
you can’t find the calling app among your 100 million
open windows. So get an app to mute your mic easily
from anywhere on your computer, either via the toolbar
or a keyboard shortcut. For Windows 10 PCs, there’s Talk
Toggle ($2.39) in the Windows Store. On a Mac, I like
Mutify ($5), but it isn’t available through the Mac App
Store. (MuteMyMic, available in the Mac App Store, is
more barebones.) Creators of these apps assured me
they don’t collect any personal info or any audio from
your microphone.
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Watch Out for Phishing

Pro Privacy

Scammers, trying to capitalize on our want for any and all
Covid-19 info, are using fake CDC emails and more to fool
us into clicking or downloading malicious attachments. Be
extra vigilant: Always check the sender’s email address
and hover over links before clicking them. ProPrivacy,
an advocacy group, created the website proprivacy.com
to check the trustworthiness of coronavirus-themed
websites. If your email app warns of a suspicious message,
don’t just shrug it off. Make sure your computer and phone
have the latest security updates and that your home
network is password protected.

Set Your ‘Status’ For Your Family
How do you tell your new colleagues—your kids, spouse,
noisy roommates—to quiet down when you’re on an
important call? The low-tech solution: Write on a piece of
paper “QUIET! ON A VERY IMPORTANT CALL!” or maybe
something more polite. Hang it on your door when the call
is starting. Want to get serious? Do what Terry Simpson of
Trenton, Ga., did: Buy a radio-studio ON AIR light, install it
outside your office and flip the switch when your
meeting starts.

Reader Tip

Brittney Boyce

Smart Lights Alert Your
Family to Quiet Down
My family of four is currently working or schooling from home. I wanted to
create something that would allow me to notify everyone when I was going
into an important meeting. I have set up a system where all the Amazon
Echoes around the house now make an announcement that the meeting is
starting. Simultaneously red lights placed throughout the house turn on. I
bought connected, color-changing light bulbs and wall-outlet bulb adapters
and linked them to my Alexa app on my phone.
—Todd Norman from Otsego, Minn.
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Revive Your Old Tech
Instead of buying yet another thing on Amazon right now,
why not improve that new home office/classroom/yoga
studio by reviving some old gadgets you have around the
house? My favorite tricks are for old tablets: Turn one
into a video-chat machine by making your own stand and
installing your favorite video chat apps. (See my video for
step by step instructions.) You can also turn that tablet
into a second monitor for your Mac or PC with an app like
Duet. Check out my full column here for even more advice,
including what you can do with an old phone, laptop or TV.
Kenny Wassus / The Wall Street Journal

Get a Speakerphone
Sometimes you just want to be free…of your AirPods!
Get a Bluetooth speakerphone that pairs with your
smartphone to unleash your calls. The battery-powered
$130 Anker PowerConf is louder and clearer than my
iPhone 11’s speakers. I also love its big mute button, and
the six microphones that pick up my voice from across
the room. (Too expensive? Quentin Smith, a reader from
Bowie, Md., recommends JBL’s $70 Flip 4.) Already have a
smart speaker? You can make calls with the Amazon Echo,
Google Home or Apple HomePod.
Anker

Give Your Eyes Some Relief
Staring at screens a million hours a day? To reduce eye
strain, try the 20-20-20 rule: Every 20 minutes look at an
object 20 feet away for 20 seconds. Also, try enlarging
the font size on your phone or laptops. (Use View menu in
web browsers; on iPhone go to Settings > Accessibility >
Display & Text Size.) If your Mac or PC is up to date, turn on
dark mode—white text on a black background. Newer iOS
and Android devices have night mode or blue-light filter
settings, so enable those every evening.
Joanna Stern
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Eliminate Background Noise
Yes, mic muting is the WFH golden rule, but sometimes
you have no choice: You must speak—even when the dog’s
barking, the kid’s crying and the pans are clanking. Krisp—a
Windows and Mac app that integrates with Slack, Zoom
and other popular chat apps—uses AI tricks to reduce that
background chatter. It’s pretty crazy: It removed most of
my son and dog! (They’re both fine, don’t worry.) The app’s
maker says audio is processed on your computer; none is
sent to its servers. Still, it’s good to review its privacy page.
Krisp

Zoom Safety and Fun Tips
Zoom happy hours, yoga classes and birthday parties are
all the rage. Commit the following three tips to memory
before jumping in the next one: 1) Hide your messy home
by opting for a Virtual Background. 2) Give yourself a
digital makeover by enabling Touch Up My Appearance in
video preferences. And for hosts: 3) Avoid Zoombombers—
video-chat crashers—by never using a personal meeting
ID to set up a chat. Always require a password, too, and
keep your participants in line. For more tips on Zoom,
Houseparty and Hangouts, read my colleague Nicole
Nguyen’s very helpful column.

Joanna Stern

Reader Tip

Think Before Sharing Your Screen
An important piece of advice for people sharing their screens with others,
especially from a home computer: Shut off other apps, programs and
notifications so your audience doesn’t have to live through continuous Twitter,
Instagram, Facebook, email and other—annoying at best, embarrassing at
worst—notifications.
—Ari Buchler from Wellesley, Mass.

Get a Better Webcam
(Or Use Your Phone)
It’s not you, it’s your webcam. I tested a number of laptop
webcams in a variety of lighting conditions and found that
they’re bad—even the one on the new MacBook Air. Until
laptop makers change their ways, you have two options.
You can get an external webcam—although top models
are sold out across the web. (Logitech says it’s increasing
production and distribution to meet the new demand.) Or
you can use a smartphone or tablet. Watch my video to see
just how much better the front-facing camera is on
my iPhone 11.
Logitech

Tweak Your Calendar
to Balance Your Time
Work-life balance. Remember that? Change your calendar
to help you set boundaries. First, sync your personal and
work calendars (in Google or between Google and Outlook).
Set your new working hours so people can only add
meetings during those times. (In Google Calendar, select
the gear icon > Settings > Working Hours.) Don’t forget to
block off time to make your daily bologna sandwich, too.
Lastly, try Clockwise, a Google Calendar extension which
optimizes your calendar to help you find uninterrupted,
focused work time—not meeting time.
Clockwise

Replace the Office Printer + Scanner
And then it got so bad, we began to miss the office
printer! If your home printer can’t print black-and-white
documents fast enough, check out this $130 Brother laser
printer. There’s no scanner but you’ve got a phone for
that: iPhone users, open the Notes app, open a new note,
tap the camera icon and then Scan Documents. Always
use a flat surface and keep your shadow out of the shot.
Adobe’s Scan app for iOS and Android is also good. If
you’re looking for an all-in-one color printer, we’re fans of
Epson’s EcoTank models and this one from Brother.
Brother
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Use Your Hotspot Data
You want to work in the backyard, except the Wi-Fi is
crap out there. Use your phone’s personal hotspot feature
(available in your phone’s settings under cellular) to share
its connection with your laptop. Cellular carriers in the
U.S. may require you add this to your plan—or may limit
the amount of data for hotspot use. Once you’ve checked
with your carrier and enabled it, make sure to keep track
of data usage in your carrier’s app to make sure you don’t
exceed the limits.

Mind Your Ergonomics
You may be feeling the pain—literally—of your setup. Try
a few of these improvements, all suggested by readers:
Alternate between a sitting desk and a standing desk.
Don’t have a standing desk? Try an ironing board, like
Haans Mulder of Holland, Mich. Put your laptop at eye
level with a stand—or even an empty cardboard box—
says Jim Martin in San Francisco. I recently purchased
this Rainbeam stand. Invest in a good chair and even an
exercise ball for some temporary relief during the day,
like Cary Noel in Fort Worth, Texas.
Haans Mulder

Reader Tip

Forward Your Desk Number
It is often possible to forward one’s office desk phone to another number, such as a
cellphone, home phone or, if you’re really lucky, a second line used only for business. You
may have to ask your IT or telecom people how to do this—and whether it can be done
remotely while you aren’t at the office. Be sure you know what happens to unanswered
calls. Do they go to company voicemail or the voicemail of the number receiving the call?
Set your voicemail to send an email alert if possible.
—Bob Brown from Atlanta
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Connect Your Calendar to Slack
You should update your Slack status to tell your boss
or colleagues you’re not available. (Reminder: click your
name in the upper left then “Set a status.”) But why
manually update when you can just connect your calendar
to automatically tell others you’re busy? Install the Slack
Google Calendar or Outlook Calendar apps. After you get
a message from the respective calendar app within Slack,
turn on status syncing. (Your apps are listed at the bottom
of the left sidebar.) At the start of your next calendar event,
your Slack status will update to “in a meeting.”
Joanna Stern

Make Google Video
Calling More Like Zoom
Maybe you’ve ditched Zoom because of potential privacy
and security issues. Maybe you never used it to begin with.
Either way, you can now get one of Zoom’s best features—
its Brady Bunch-style, grid layout—in Google’s video chat
services. Install the Google Meet Grid View extension in
your Chrome web browser and you’ll get that orderly layout
when video chatting in Google Meet. (Google recently
dropped the Hangouts designation from the name.) Wish
Google had Zoom’s Touch Up My Appearance or virtual
background settings? Download Snapchat’s Snap Camera
app on your Mac or Windows computer.

Joanna Stern

Recreate the Office Hallway

Joanna Stern

Oh, how I miss the office: The (relative) peace and quiet,
the mediocre coffee, the random chats in the hallway.
Luckily, you can recreate that last one—sorta. An app for
Slack called Hallway automatically prompts you and your
chosen colleagues to join a video chat every few hours—
you program in the specifics. Prefer to stay out of Slack?
Put a 10-minute phone call on a colleague’s calendar.
Rather just send a message? Think about the people you
haven’t “run into” and send them a GIF or emoji via email
or chat. Did I just send photos of snacks to the people I run
into at the vending machines? Sure did.
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Drown It Out with White Noise

Joanna Stern

A pair of good noise-canceling headphones (I like the Sony
WH-1000XM3s and those AirPods Pro) are the closest we’ve
got to a mute button for our homes. Just one problem: Some
can’t work with music blasting. Try some white noise. Spotify
has a big selection of playlists and albums, including one for
those of us who miss working in coffee shops. Apple Music
has similar playlists. Since the jump from one white-noise
track to the next can be jarring, enable song crossfading
in app settings. If you’d prefer a standalone white-noise
machine, try Yogasleep’s $45 Dohm Classic.

Clean It All Off
It’s safe to admit: Your keyboard holds enough crumbs
for tomorrow’s lunch and your monitor is breeding dust
bunnies. You need a good microfiber cloth and some
screen/gadget cleaner—or a spray bottle with 70%
isopropyl alcohol. Power off your gadgets, spray the cloth
and give the screens and surfaces a good wipe down. Tip
your keyboards over to dump out the gunk or try canned
air. Looking to disinfect? You can safely use Clorox wipes
on screens but be careful not to get liquid into
your keyboard.
Kenny Wassus

Reader Tip

Tech Away at the End of the Day
We have tons of technology all over our home. Since we don’t have a dedicated
office space for all four members of our family, we make sure we put away
our tech at the end of the day. We put away the extra monitors, keyboards,
extension cords, etc. It would be easy for me to leave all of that equipment on
the kitchen table, knowing I’ll need it for the next day. I talk myself into putting
it away as though it’s my commute; it is the way to naturally partition the day
between work and leisure.
—Eric Jones from Westminster, Colo.
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Skype’s Hidden Tricks
OK, so Skype lost to Zoom in the video-chat popularity
contest, yet the service has added a lot of useful features
over the years. On a Mac or Windows PC, during a call, hover
over the camera icon and you’ll see the option to “Choose
Background Image.” Blur your background or upload a
new image—it’s your choice. My favorite trick? Click on the
three horizontal dots on a call window and then “Turn on
Subtitles.” Sometimes the transcription is humorously off
but you’ll get the gist. Under that same menu, there’s also
the option to record the video and audio of a call.
Joanna Stern

Keep It All Charged
It’s time to tame the cord-legged octopus known as your
desk. Sure, you can run everything into a surge protector
but with so many USB-powered devices, you can cut down
on the outlets with a USB hub, like this Anker PowerPort 5.
Plug it in below, invest in some 6-foot (or longer) charging
cables to go with it, then bind them into a single strand
with some cable clips or wraps—or even a chip clip or
heavy-duty binder clip.

Anker

A Phone Stand to Charge and to Hold
Sitting is the new smoking for... your phone. Alright,
not exactly but it is nice to be able to glance up at a
vertically propped smartphone screen on your desk,
rather than look at it lying flat. If you want a basic
stand, there are always PopSockets and loads of
inexpensive options on Amazon. I prefer one that
doubles as a wireless charger: Samsung’s $80 option
works with both Android phones and iPhones alike.

Samsung

Save Bandwidth by
Reducing Video Quality
Notice your video freezing or stuttering on calls? Turning
off HD video calling (or setting your video stream to 360p)
will use less data and reduce the strain on your network.
Zoom, Google Meet (formerly Hangouts) and other
popular services have the option—usually in settings.
Really pressed for bandwidth? Turn off video
or join via telephone.

Joanna Stern

Organize Your Chrome Tabs
So you’ve got approximately one million tabs open right
now—the tab with those must-have bunny slippers
right next to your report due next week. Google Chrome
(version 81) has a new tab grouping feature to organize
them all. Right click on a tab (on a Mac, Ctrl + click) and
you’ll see “Add to New Group.” Click the color dot placed
next to it and name your group. Add more tabs to the
group the same way. If you don’t have the feature yet,
paste “chrome://flags/#tab-groups” into the address bar
and hit Enter, then enable it.
Joanna Stern

Reader Tip

Create a Shared DJ List
To keep the office vibe going while working remotely, our team has been playing
“virtual DJ” by contributing to our shared office playlist on Spotify. It not only puts a
smile on your face, but it keeps people guessing who added songs to the playlist.
—Robert Rothchild from Madison, Conn.
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Digitize Your Paper Lists and Notes
Since I’ve been working from home, I’ve ditched my trusty
to-do list app (TickTick) and moved over to a good ol’ pen
and paper. Yet I still snap photos of the paper with Apple
Notes or Evernote so I can view them on my phone, laptop
or tablet. Both apps convert writing into searchable text.
I also have a Rocketbook, a reusable notebook with pages
you can wipe clean. Its companion app can automatically
upload photos of the pages to Google Drive, Dropbox,
Evernote, etc.
Rocketbook

Schedule Software Updates
Important meeting? Ah, sorry, it’s time for a computer
system update that’s supposed to take 5 minutes but
will really take 50. Don’t ignore the updates—they’re
important for security—just schedule them. On Windows
10 go to Settings > Update & Security > Windows Update.
On a Mac, you have less control, but make sure automatic
updates are turned on in System Preferences > Software
Update. You’ll get notifications that allow you to adjust
their timing.
Joanna Stern

Stop Typing the Same
Thing Over and Over
I’ve probably typed some variation of “send it to my home
address” and “let’s do a video call later today” a good
million times since I’ve started working from home. That
is, until I added them to my text expander, a tool that turns
a short phrase into a big chunk of text. On a Mac, try out
Apple’s built-in tool (System Preferences > Keyboard >
Text). On Windows, use apps like PhraseExpress and
TextExpander. You can also do this on your iPhone or
Android phone.
PhraseExpress

Use a VPN—Especially If
Your Company Says So
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First step in using a VPN? Understanding what the heck
it is. “Virtual private networks” provide a private tunnel
between your computer and the service you’re connecting
to. This tunnel encrypts all of the data that flows within
it, so if hackers were snooping around, they’d only see
gibberish. Many companies require VPNs to access certain
software. If your employer doesn’t offer one, you can amp
up your security with AnchorFree’s Hotspot Shield Elite or
NordVPN. Both have monthly subscription options. Avoid
free VPNs.
NordVPN

Master Microsoft Teams
Forget that “Proficient at Microsoft Office” bullet on your
résumé—you want to be proficient at Microsoft Teams
now! That search box at the top of the app? Type a slash
(/) for a bunch of shortcuts and commands, from making
calls to setting your status. Master the following keyboard
shortcuts: Ctrl+G to quickly jump to a chat or channel;
during calls, use Ctrl+Shift+M to mute/unmute your
microphone and Ctrl+Shift+O to switch your camera on/
off. And for meme laughs in a conversation window, click
the square smiley face, select a sticker and type in your
own text. (More Teams tips here.)

Joanna Stern

Reader Tip

Get a “Dad” Hat
I have a lot of things in my house that can distract me from
doing work—my phone, my laptop, my two dogs. One of the few
things I do to prevent myself from getting distractions is wear,
what I like to call, my dad hat. It narrows my field of vision so
I can only see what’s only on my computer monitor or on my
paper for school. I also try to silence my phone and I wear a pair
of Sony active noise cancelling headphones.
— Erik Senekham from Chandler, Ariz.
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Schedule Your Emails

Joanna Stern

You know where that award-winning email you sent at
midnight will end up? At the bottom of someone’s AM
inbox. Instead, schedule your email to be sent at ideal
times. In Gmail in your browser, click the arrow next to the
send button, select “Schedule send” and then choose the
date and time you’d like the message to go out. If you’re
using the Gmail app on your phone, tap the three dots next
to the Send button and then tap “Schedule send.” Use
Outlook? Select “Delay Delivery” in the compose window.
(See more controls here.)

Limit Distractions
You’ve got to [checks Slack] focus on an [checks
Twitter] important presentation [checks email]
but you just can’t focus [checks text messages]. Limit
your digital distractions by closing unnecessary apps,
tabs and programs. If you need to, remove them from
your computer’s toolbars or docks. If you’re tempted
by your phone, place it out of arm’s reach. Set a timer
for the amount of time you need for a given task. If you
need more help staying away from your phone, use the
Forest app: A digital tree grows until you close the app—
and the tree dies.

Joanna Stern

Use Your Phone as
a Rearview Mirror
The other day I was on live TV from my basement when
I realized I could be the next BBC dad—remember the
viral video with his adorable camera-bombing kids? So, I
decided to launch the front-facing camera on my iPhone
and use it as a rearview mirror. During crucial video
calls, prop the phone next to your screen to see what’s
happening behind you. Of course, you could also opt to buy
an actual rearview mirror that clips to your screen—a real
product on Amazon and now a real product affixed to the
monitor in my office.
Joanna Stern

Create a New Business
Phone Number
Sick of giving out your personal mobile number to work
contacts you don’t know well—who then randomly start
texting you? Use Google Voice to create a separate phone
number. Go to voice.google.com, log in with your Google
account and pick a phone number in your region. Set up
call forwarding so when someone calls your Google Voice
number, your other personal cell phone number will ring.

Joanna Stern

Take a Typing Break
Someday we’ll tell our children that we typed more words
during this time than scientists believed humanly possible.
Take a break from the keyboard, and use your computer,
tablet or phone’s dictation features. On Windows 10,
place the cursor where you’d like to text to appear, then
type Windows-H on your keyboard and begin speaking.
On a Mac, set it up in System Preferences > Keyboard >
Dictation. Then place your cursor where you’d like the
text to appear, tap the Function (fn) key twice and start
dictating. Using Google Docs? Click Tools and then select
“Voice typing.”
Joanna Stern

Reader Tip

Walk While Working
I use an under-the-desk treadmill from Lifespan Fitness in my makeshift home
office. It was a very quickly thrown together setup once they announced the
shutdown. I brought my treadmill home from the office, got out a folding table
we had from Costco from the garage and ordered a stand-up desk add-on. I’m
now averaging over 7 miles a work day.
—Rich Stuppy from Boise, Idaho
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High-Tech Coffee Mugs
Your once-very-hot coffee is now freezing. Sure, you could
get up, walk to the microwave, press some buttons and
wait for warmth again. Or you could buy an insulated coffee
mug, like this $30 Hydro Flask option, which promises
to keep your drink warm for hours. Or you could splurge
$100 or more on an Ember mug, which uses temperature
sensors and a heater to keep your morning brew at your
ideal temperature for an hour and a half—or longer if you
keep it on its included coaster charger.
Ember

Improve Your Call Sound Quality
You’ve heard all the tips on improving call video quality—
but what about sound quality? Chances are, your
headphones have a better mic than your computer. Just
make sure it’s set as the audio input in your computer’s
settings. If you’re using corded headphones, holding the
mic up to your mouth doesn’t improve your voice. If you
really want higher quality, try an external mic, like the
$130 Blue Yeti or the $250 Shure MV88+. Keep some
distance to avoid popping sounds. And also consider
your environment’s acoustics: Books and fabric can help
dampen echo.

Joanna Stern

Make International Calls
for (Almost) Free
So you use your office’s desk phone to make overseas
calls and there’s no way you’re using your smartphone
and paying overage bills. Google Hangouts, WhatsApp
and Skype allow you to make phone calls over the internet
to anywhere in the world for very low rates. And if both
parties are on the service, the call is free.

Joanna Stern
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Get a Dock
Sick of dealing with all those cords anytime you want to
take your laptop to another room? (I know, life is hard.) Get
a dock so you can just unplug one cord from your laptop.
Windows laptop makers, like HP and Dell, sell dedicated
stations. If your computer has a USB-C port, you could also
use any third-party dock. There are loads of lower-cost
options on Amazon but if you’re connecting high-power
peripherals like hard drives and monitors, consider more
powerful docks, like these from CalDigit.

Pick Up Calls on Your AirPods
You know the dance: you receive a phone call on your
iPhone but it doesn’t route the call to your AirPods so you
have to fumble around in the settings to hear the call.
Instead, pick up a call on your AirPods by double tapping on
either AirPod. (If you have the AirPods Pro, press on either
stem.) If you want to hear the call through your iPhone’s
speaker, pick up the call on the phone itself. If you’d like
Siri to announce who’s calling before you pick up, go to
Settings > Phone > Announce Calls > Headphones Only.
Apple

Reader Tip

Stay Alert with Noise Canceling
My husband was wearing noise-canceling headphones while working at his
computer when someone one of three men broke a window in the basement.
Neither my husband, nor our elderly dog, heard the window being broken. At
some point, the dog sensed something was wrong and alerted my husband. They
encountered three men, who fled. When working at home with noise-canceling
headphones, keep the security system engaged. If you don’t have one, buy one.
—Barbara Meyn from Peoria Heights, Ill.
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Mute Your Smart Speaker

Amazon

Amazon Alexa and Google Assistant can be helpful homeoffice assistants. You can ask them to remind you to do
tasks, set timers while you work on certain projects—even
sync your calendar to ask about your schedule. But if you
plan to keep your smart speaker near you when taking
important—and possibly confidential—work calls, make
sure to mute the microphones. Remember: These speakers
record your commands and whatever follows, and you
probably don’t want them picking up snippets of important
calls. Here’s how to delete your Alexa recordings and delete
Google Assistant recordings.

Your Wi-Fi or Somebody
Else’s Internet Problem?
We’ve all been there. A website doesn’t load so you
assume your Wi-Fi is down and panic ensues. Except,
sometimes it’s not you, it’s the website or service you’re
trying to access. Bookmark Is It Down Right Now?, a site
that keeps tabs on the top online properties and checks
whether they’re up and running. You can type in names of
websites that aren’t listed on the main dashboard.

A Second Monitor

Apple

Joanna Stern

The hardest thing to leave behind at the office? Your
monitor. When investing in one for your home office,
your biggest decisions come down to screen size and
resolution. The Wirecutter has a good guide to the 4K and
non-4K options. Just remember that you’ll likely need a
dongle to hook up your new monitor to a newer USB-C
laptop. A not-as-obvious solution? An iPad. If you have a
Mac running the latest MacOS Catalina and an iPad with
iOS 13, use the Sidecar feature to turn the tablet into an
extra Mac display. (Detailed instructions from Apple
found here.) Got Windows PC or an older Mac? Try Duet.
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Access Your Work Computer’s Files
Crap, there’s an important document on my work desktop!
Upload all the important files you need to your company’s
cloud drive. Next time you are on that work computer,
you might want to install the desktop tool from your
employer’s preferred cloud service, say Google Drive or
Dropbox. It automatically syncs computer documents
to the cloud. There are also ways to access your desktop
computer remotely, but this falls into the domain of your IT
department, and I don’t recommend you do it without your
employer’s permission and assistance.

Google

Set Up Your Office Outdoors
Nothing like a beautiful day to…stare at a screen. Make
the best of working from home by setting up outside with
the right gear. An extra-long extension cord will keep that
laptop charged up, and if you don’t have a table with an
umbrella, consider a super cool screen visor. Weak Wi-Fi on
the patio? If you have a mesh network, like an Eero, move
a node as close as you can to a window. Netgear sells an
outdoor satellite for its system.

Philbert Design

Reader Tip

Make a Laptop Visor with a Box
When working outside on a laptop you can put your computer in a box, on
its side, to shield it from the sun. It is much cheaper than buying an actual
computer shield.
—Kelsey Fautsch from Denver
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